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Abstract

Latent fingerprints are of critical value in forensic sci-
ence because they serve as an important source of evidence
in a court of law. Automatic matching of latent fingerprints
to rolled/plain (exemplar) fingerprints with high accuracy
is quite vital for such applications. However, due to poor
latent image quality in general, latent fingerprint matching
accuracy is far from satisfactory. In this research, we pro-
pose a novel latent matching paradigm which takes feed-
back from an exemplar print during matching to refine the
features extracted from the latent. The refined latent fea-
tures are then used to update the baseline match scores and
resort the candidate list retrieved from the database. Ex-
perimental results show that the feedback based matching
mechanism improves the rank-1 identification accuracy of
the baseline latent matcher by about 8% and 3% for NIST
SD27 and WVU latent databases, respectively. The pro-
posed feedback paradigm can be wrapped around any la-
tent matcher to improve its performance.

1. Introduction
Ever since the uniqueness and individuality of the ridge

valley fingerprint patterns was first claimed by Sir Galton

in 1892 [11], fingerprint has been one of the most exten-

sively used biometric modalities for identifying individu-

als. While fingerprint recognition has found applications

in both civilian as well as law enforcement scenarios, it is

the law enforcement agencies that have successfully used it

for identifying suspects for almost 100 years [5]. There are

typically three different kinds of fingerprints encountered in

such applications: (a) Rolled fingerprints which contain al-

most all of the ridge details and are acquired by rolling a

finger from nail-to-nail, (b) Plain/Slap fingerprints which

are obtained by pressing the finger on a flat surface, and (c)

Latent fingerprints which are impressions left on the sur-

face of objects touched or handled by fingers. Latent finger-

prints, in particular are of critical value in forensic applica-

Figure 1. Sample images from NIST SD27 database to elucidate

some of the challenges in latent fingerprint matching: (a) poor

ridge clarity in the latent and (b) insufficient amount of usable

ridge valley patterns. The red curves indicate the manually marked

foreground area in the image.

tions because they are usually encountered at crime scenes

and serve as crucial evidence in a court of law.

Rolled and plain impressions (exemplars 1), acquired un-

der supervision, are mostly good quality fingerprints with

sufficient amount of ridge patterns and clear ridge struc-

tures, and typically contain only minor background noise.

Latent fingerprints, on the other hand, are partial impres-

sions of the finger either captured photographically or lifted

from objects using complex chemical or dusting procedures

[15] [5]. Usually, latents contain only a small amount of

usable ridge structures and exhibit poor quality in terms of

ridge clarity due to the presence of background noise (Fig-

ure 1). They may also have large non-linear distortions

due to variations in finger pressure when the object is be-

ing touched and the print is left on its surface.

The results of Fingerprint Vendor Technology Evalua-

tion (FpVTE) [23] conducted by NIST showed that the best

performing commercial matcher achieved rank-1 identifica-

tion rate of more than 99.4% on a database of 10,000 plain

fingerprint images. On the other hand, in another multi-

phase project on Evaluation of Latent Fingerprint Technolo-

1The term exemplar is used to refer to the rolled/plain fingerprints in

the background database.
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Figure 2. Illustrating the typical bottom-up data flow used in latent to exemplar matching systems. The dotted line shows the feedback path

(top-down data flow) in the proposed matching paradigm.

gies (ELFT) [1] conducted by NIST, the Phase-I results

showed that the best rank-1 identification accuracy is only

80% in identifying 100 latent images from amongst a set of

10,000 rolled prints [19]. So, while the Automated Finger-

print Identification Systems (AFISs) work extremely well in

matching exemplar fingerprints to each other, there is a con-

siderable performance drop when matching latent finger-

print images to exemplar images. It is generally agreed that

latent fingerprint matching is a challenging problem whose

performance needs to be significantly improved to reduce

the backlog of operational cases in law enforcement agen-

cies. One of the major objectives of FBI’s Next Generation

Identification (NGI) program [9] is to achieve “lights-out”

(fully automatic) capability for latent identification.

In manual matching of latent prints, latent fingerprint ex-

aminers usually follow the Analysis, Comparison, Evalua-
tion and Verification (ACE-V) methodology [2]. The ACE-

V procedure is a tedious and time consuming process for the

latent examiner as it may involve thousands of fingerprint

comparisons between different exemplar fingerprint pairs.

AFIS is therefore used in the comparison step. Typically, a

list of top K matching candidates (with K generally being

20 to 50) is retrieved from the exemplar fingerprint database

using a latent matcher, which are then visually inspected by

the latent examiner to ascertain the best match. This results

in the one of the following three outcomes:

1. The latent examiner correctly matches the latent fin-

gerprint to its true mated exemplar from the candidate

list.

2. The examiner erroneously matches the latent finger-

print to another exemplar fingerprint from the candi-

date list (which is not the true mate).

3. The examiner deems the matching result to be incon-

clusive because he is unable to find any candidate ex-

emplar that is sufficiently similar to the latent print.

Note that while the second outcome is an erroneous

match, the third outcome could be either an error or a re-

ject in the sense that the true mate does not exist in the

background database. The proposed feedback matching

paradigm is designed to minimize the occurrence of the last

two outcomes above by initially retrieving a much larger

candidate list (say, N = 200) using the AFIS. Each of

these candidates is then viewed as the output of a coarse

level match which can be used to refine the features ex-

tracted from the latent images. The similarities of these N
candidates to the query latent are then recomputed based

on the refined latent features to re-rank the candidate list.

The latent examiner can then examine the top K candidates

(K � N ) from this re-ranked list for making a better deci-

sion during the evaluation step.

State-of-the-art latent matching systems [14], [10], [24],

[22] are based on the classical bottom-up matching strat-

egy [8]. The bottom-up approach basically builds a system

from several sub-systems or components. In essence, there

is a sequential “bottom-up” data flow between the differ-

ent components of these systems (from preprocessing and

feature extraction to matching and match score computa-

tion). However, the basic assumption in the bottom-up sys-

tems is that if all the individual sub-systems are functioning

well, the system as a whole would function well too [7]. In

our opinion, this assumption does not hold good for latent

matching systems because the feature extraction sub-system

does not work sufficiently well for extracting features from

operational latents due to the presence of different kinds of

structural noise in the latent image [6].

On the other hand, the importance of a feedback mech-

anism between components or the “top-down” data flow is

well known [8]. Bottom-up and top-down approaches have

been widely used to model human perception system in cog-

nitive science [12]. Oliver et al. [21] used these strategies

to develop a computer vision system for recognizing and

modeling human interactions. Top-down approaches have

been recently used for object detection and segmentation as

well [20], [4]. Feedback mechanisms have also been used

for improving the decision making capabilities of artificial

neural networks [3].



In this paper, we extend this idea of feedback to latent

fingerprint matching by incorporating additional top-down

data flow between the matching module and feature ex-

traction module (see the dotted line in Figure 2). In the

proposed feedback paradigm, feedback from the matching

stage is used to refine the features extracted from the latent

images. This feedback is particularly useful because fea-

tures extracted from the latent are often unreliable due to

their poor quality. In our opinion, matching latent images

based on the initially extracted features without any prior

information (bottom-up mode) is prone to error. Additional

top-down information flow provided by the feedback allows

the matching system to use the hypothesized exemplar mate

to guide low level feature extraction in latent and then up-

date the match score accordingly.

In our experiments, we apply the proposed paradigm

for automatically refining both the orientation field and

the ridge frequency information estimated from the latent

images. Experiments conducted on two different latent

databases, NIST SD27 [17] and WVU [18], show a marked

improvement in the matching accuracies when using the

proposed feedback based matching strategy.

2. Feedback Paradigm for Latent Matching
The main idea of the proposed paradigm is to generate

appropriate feedback from the exemplar fingerprint image

for refining the features in the latent image. In essence,

feedback from the true mated exemplar should result in a

positive refinement of latent features, whereas if it is taken

from any impostor mate, it should ideally degrade the ini-

tial feature estimates (Figure 3). The initial match between

the latent-exemplar pair by a latent matcher is basically

what guides this feedback. In other words, the hypothesized

match determines the regions where the feedback should be

applied as well as the extent or the magnitude of the feed-

back. The initial matching is also used to filter the back-

ground database and generate the initial candidate list. Fi-

nally, the candidate list output by the latent matcher is re-

sorted according to the updated match scores based on this

feedback.

Let IL be the latent probe image and IR be an exemplar

image from the background database. Let Θ be the set of

features extracted from the fingerprint image. Here we de-

note the feature set corresponding to the latent by ΘL and

that of the exemplar image by ΘR. Typically, feature set ΘR

is pre-computed for each exemplar image. The bottom-up

matching process involves matching the two representations

ΘL and ΘR and assigning the initial match score SimI :

SimI = SI(Θ
L,ΘR). (1)

Here SI is the similarity function used to generate the match

score between the fingerprint feature sets ΘL and ΘR.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. An example showing the improvement in latent orienta-

tion field due to feedback; (a) feedback from true mated exemplar

orientation field (in yellow) leads to improved latent orientation

field (in red), while (b) feedback from impostor exemplar orien-

tation field (in yellow) degrades latent orientation field (in red).

The latent orientation field shown (in red) is manually marked for

illustration purposes.

The top K candidate exemplars based on these similari-

ties are retrieved from the background database. Feedback

is then provided from the feature set ΘR of the candidate

exemplar image to refine the feature set ΘL initially com-

puted from the latent image. The refined feature set denoted

by Θ̂L is computed using a function f of the initial feature

set ΘL and the feedback F as follows:

Θ̂L = f(ΘL, F ). (2)

The feedback feature similarity SimF between Θ̂L and ΘR

is then computed using the similarity function SF as fol-

lows:

SimF = SF (Θ̂
L,ΘR). (3)

Finally, the updated match score SimU is calculated from

SimI and SimF using a match score fusion operator ⊗:

SimU = SimI ⊗ SimF . (4)

3. Resorting Candidate List based on Feedback
The feedback based paradigm is applied for resorting the

candidate list generated by the latent matcher proposed in

[22]. This matcher is chosen because it is one of the best

performing available latent matchers 2 using minimal hu-

man input (uses only marked minutiae for latents). It is re-

ferred to as baseline matcher because it is used for initial

matching.

The feedback implementation broadly consists of the fol-

lowing four steps (see Figure 4):

2While we would have liked to use a commercial latent matcher, we

have not been able to get access to it. Commercial SDKs such as Verifinger

by Neurotechnology (http://www.neurotechnology.com/verifinger.html),

do not perform well for latent to exemplar matching since they were not

designed for this scenario.
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Figure 4. Flow chart illustrating latent fingerprint matching by using feedback from exemplar.

1. Initial Matching and Alignment: The baseline matcher

is used to obtain the initial match score, and to gen-

erate the minutiae correspondences between the latent

and exemplar image. The latent is then aligned to the

exemplar image using the scaling, rotation and trans-

lation parameters estimated based on these minutiae

correspondences.

2. Exemplar Feature Extraction: Ridge orientation and

frequency features are extracted from the exemplar.

3. Latent Feature Extraction and Refinement: Latent

ridge orientation and ridge frequency features are re-

fined based on the feedback provided from exemplar

features.

4. Match Score Computation: Based on the feedback, an

updated match score is computed between the latent

and the exemplar.

The candidate list is resorted based on the updated match

scores between the latent and the retrieved exemplars.

3.1. Initial Matching and Alignment

Manually marked minutiae in the latent image and au-

tomatically extracted minutiae from the exemplar image

(using a commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) matcher) are

fed as input to the baseline matcher to obtain the ini-

tial match score SimI and a list of matched minutiae.

Let ML = {(xL
i , y

L
i , θ

L
i )|i = 1, 2, · · · , P} represent

the list of matched minutiae for the latent and MR =
{(xR

i , y
R
i , θ

R
i )|i = 1, 2, · · · , P} represent the list of corre-

sponding matched minutiae for the exemplar, where (x, y)

are the coordinate values, θ is the direction of minutia and

P is the number of matched minutiae.

Depending on the number of matched minutiae P , the

transformation T for aligning the latent to the exemplar is

estimated differently:

Case I (P ≥ 2): The transformation T (x, y; a, b, tx, ty) is

estimated by solving the following set of equations:[
xR
i

yRi

]
=

[
a −b
b a

] [
xL
i

yLi

]
+

[
tx
ty

]
, i = 1, 2, · · · , P. (5)

Here, a = s cosΔθ and b = s sinΔθ, where s is the scale

parameter and Δθ is the rotation angle, and tx and ty are

the translation parameters. This system of linear equations

can be solved by minimizing the least square error.

Now, given the coordinates (xL, yL) of any point in the

latent image, its transformed coordinates (xR, yR) in the

exemplar coordinate system can be obtained by using the

transformation T :[
xR

yR

]
=

[
a −b
b a

] [
xL

yL

]
+

[
tx
ty

]
. (6)

Case II (P = 1): If only one pair of matched minutiae

is available, the transformation function is estimated by

utilizing both the minutiae location and direction. Let

(xL
1 , y

L
1 , θ

L
1 ) and (xR

1 , y
R
1 , θ

R
1 ) be the matching pair of

minutiae in the latent and exemplar, respectively. The ro-

tation angle from latent to exemplar is then estimated by:

Δθ = θR1 − θL1 . (7)

Given a point (xL, yL) in the latent, its transformed coor-

dinates (xR, yR) in the exemplar coordinate system can be



calculated by using the transformation T :

[
xR

yR

]
=

[
cosΔθ − sinΔθ
sinΔθ cosΔθ

] [
xL − xL

1

yL − yL1

]
+

[
xR
1

yR1

]
. (8)

Note that this transformation does not include any scaling

factor because it cannot be estimated based on just a single

pair of matched minutiae.

To summarize, translation, scaling and rotation parame-

ters for aligning the latent and the exemplar are estimated

based on the matched minutiae pairs. The transformation is

then used for transforming the coordinates of each point in

the latent to the coordinate system of the exemplar image to

align the two images.

3.2. Exemplar Feature Extraction

Two different types of local features are computed for

the exemplar image, namely ridge orientation and ridge fre-

quency. Given an exemplar image IR, its ridge skeleton

image IRsk is first extracted using a COTS matcher. The

skeleton image is then divided into blocks of size 16 by

16 pixels. Ridge orientation and ridge frequency are then

computed for each block IRB in the skeleton image IRsk.

3.3. Latent Feature Extraction and Refinement

The level one features (e.g. ridge orientation and ridge

frequency) in the latent image are very difficult to extract

because of the presence of structured noise in the back-

ground. Local Fourier analysis is used for this purpose be-

cause it has been shown to be resilient to complex back-

ground noise [13], [24].

Similar to the exemplar image, the latent image IL is

first divided into blocks of size 16 by 16 pixels. For each

block ILB in the region of interest (ROI) of the latent, the

local ridge orientation and ridge frequency features are then

obtained as follows:

1. A 32 × 32 sub-image ILB′ centered at the block ILB is

extracted and convolved with a Gaussian filter of the

same size with σ = 16.

2. The sub-image ILB′ is padded with zeros on the borders

to get a 64×64 image ILB′′ . This is done to increase the

number of sampling points of frequency in the discrete

Fourier domain.

3. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is applied to the padded

sub-image ILB′′ . For each peak (u, v) in the magnitude

spectrum image, the corresponding orientation α and

frequency f is computed by:

αL = arctan
(u
v

)
, (9)

fL =
√
(u2 + v2)/64. (10)

4. A set of L peak points H = {(ui, vi)|i = 1, 2, · · · , L}
of highest magnitude values, and with frequency value

satisfying 1
16 < f < 13

64 , is selected. Note that L is set

to 4 in our implementation.

5. The (x, y) coordinates of the central pixel in the block

ILB are then transformed to the exemplar coordinate

system using the transformation function T estimated

previously. Let the transformed coordinates of that

pixel be represented as (x′, y′).
6. Let αR be the corresponding ridge orientation of the

block containing the pixel (x′, y′) in the exemplar im-

age. The peak point l (from the set H) corresponding

to the closest ridge orientation to αR from amongst the

ridge orientations αL
i , is then selected as follows:

l = argmin
i

ϕ(αL
i +Δθ, αR), (11)

where 1 ≤ i ≤ L and

ϕ(α, β) =

{ |α− β|, if |α− β| < 90,
180− |α− β|, otherwise .

(12)

Here, ϕ(α, β) is the function to determine the differ-

ence between ridge orientations α and β and Δθ is the

rotation angle used to align the two ridge orientations

α and β.

7. The ridge orientation and ridge frequency values cor-

responding to the selected peak point (ul, vl) are then

chosen as the refined ridge orientation and ridge fre-

quency features for the block ILB in latent image.

Note that the refined ridge orientation and ridge frequency

features are selected based on the exemplar features, and

this essentially is the top-down information flow or the feed-

back from the exemplar.

3.4. Match Score Computation

The overlapping region between the latent and exem-

plar is first determined using the transformation function

T . Within the overlapping region, the ridge orientation and

ridge frequency similarities Simα and Simf are then com-

puted as:

Simα =
1

Num

Num∑
i=1

exp

(
−ϕ(αL

i +Δθ, αR
i )

μα

)
, (13)

Simf =
1

Num

Num∑
i=1

exp

⎛
⎝−

∣∣∣ 1
fL
i
− 1

fR
i

∣∣∣
μf

⎞
⎠ , (14)

where Num is the number of overlapping blocks; αL
i and

αR
i are the ridge orientations and fL

i and fR
i are the ridge

frequencies of the ith overlapping block from the latent and

exemplar, respectively; μα and μf are two normalization



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5. Sample latent images from (a) NIST SD27 and (c) WVU.

Their mated exemplars are shown in (b) and (d), respectively.

parameters which are set to 25 and 5 in our implementa-

tion, respectively. The orientation and frequency similar-

ities Simα and Simf are then combined with the initial

match score SimI based on product fusion to obtain the

updated match score SimU as follows:

SimU = SimI × Simα × Simf . (15)

4. Experimental Evaluation
4.1. Databases

The proposed feedback paradigm was evaluated on two

different latent fingerprint databases: NIST SD27 [17] and

WVU [18]. NIST SD27 contains 258 latent images as well

as their corresponding exemplar images from operational

cases. WVU database, on the other hand, was collected in

a laboratory environment. It includes 449 latent images and

4,740 exemplar images out of which 449 exemplars are the

true mates of the latents. The original resolution of each

fingerprint image in the WVU database is 1000ppi but it

was downsampled to 500ppi for our experiments. The two

databases have different image characteristics because they

have been captured under different environments. The la-

tent images in NIST SD27 contain complex background

noise. In contrast, the latent images in the WVU database

contain relatively clean background, but the image contrast

in WVU database is worse than in NIST SD27 (see Figure

5).

To simulate the real world scenario of latent matching,

27,000 exemplar images from NIST SD14 [16] database

were augmented with the exemplars in NIST SD27 and

WVU to form a background database of 31,998 exemplar
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Figure 6. Performance of baseline matcher [22], baseline matcher

fused with estimated orientation field [10], and baseline matcher

with proposed orientation field and frequency map feedback on the

NIST SD27 database.

images. The baseline matcher [22] matches each latent

against the background database and returns a candidate list

of 200 exemplars. The proposed feedback paradigm is then

applied on the candidate list to update the match scores and

resort the candidate list as described in Section 3.

4.2. Performance on NIST SD27 Database

The Cumulative Match Characteristics (CMC) curves

shown in Figure 6 illustrate the performance of baseline

matcher with and without feedback on NIST SD27. The

baseline matcher in [22] has a rank-1 identification accu-

racy of 53%. However, since it only uses minutiae infor-

mation and no other information in the latent, we fuse the

baseline matcher with a state-of-the-art orientation field es-

timation algorithm for latents [10]. This additional orien-

tation field information improves the performance of the

baseline matcher only marginally. However, using the pro-

posed orientation field feedback to refine the latent features

improves the rank-1 identification accuracy by around 3%.

Incorporating ridge frequency along with orientation field

in the feedback results in an additional improvement of 5%

in the rank-1 identification accuracy. Thus, an overall gain

of around 8% in the rank-1 identification accuracy over the

baseline matcher is achieved on the NIST SD27 database

using the proposed feedback paradigm.

Figure 7 shows the effect of feedback on various quality

latents in NIST SD27 (good, bad and ugly). The baseline

matcher, as expected, performs the best for good quality

latent images, and the worst for the ugly quality latents. In-

terestingly, the proposed feedback paradigm provides the

highest performance gain of around 12% for the ugly qual-

ity latents. This is because the reliability of features initially

extracted from ugly quality latents is significantly lower as
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and without orientation field and frequency map feedback for
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compared to good quality latents, and hence it is the poor

quality latents that benefit the most from the feedback. For

bad quality latents, the rank-1 identification accuracy im-

proves by around 8% whereas for the good quality latents,

the improvement is only about 3%.

Figure 8 shows two examples where the retrieval rank of

mated prints is significantly improved by applying feedback

orientation, whereas Figure 9 shows an example where the

retrieval rank of mated print degrades after matching with

feedback orientation. The matching performance generally

degrades when (i) the ridge structure of the impostor is sim-

ilar to latent and (ii) the impostor exemplar is of better qual-

ity as compared to the true mate resulting in better quality

features being extracted from the impostor.

4.3. Performance on WVU Database

The Cumulative Match Characteristics curves (Figure

10) for the WVU database also demonstrate the advantage

of using the proposed feedback framework with the baseline

matcher. A performance gain of around 3% in the rank-1

identification accuracy is observed with the frequency map

and orientation field feedback. Note that the improvement

is smaller as compared to NIST SD27 because the contrast

of latents in WVU is in general poor, and hence the level

one features are difficult to extract in the frequency domain.

4.4. Computational Complexity

The current implementation of the feedback paradigm

uses local ridge orientation and ridge frequency features ex-

tracted at multiple peak points in the frequency representa-

tion of the latent image as described in Section 3. To reduce

the computational complexity, these features are computed

only once for each query, and then used in matching against

all exemplar candidates. Further, the feedback mechanism

does not involve the entire exemplar database but is used

only to re-rank the top 200 candidates returned by the base-

line matcher.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 8. Successful examples of matching by feedback; (a) and

(d) are latents in NIST SD27 (B117 and B182); (b) and (e) are

mated prints of (a) and (d), respectively, and (c) and (f) are the

overlay of latent orientation fields (in red) of (a) and (d) estimated

after feedback from mated exemplar image with exemplar orien-

tation fields (in blue). The orientation fields are shown within the

region indicated by the red ellipses in latents. The retrieval rank

of the mated print of latent (a) was improved from 42 to 2 and that

of (d) was improved from 42 to 3 after matching with orientation

field feedback.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9. An unsuccessful example of matching by feedback; (a) a

latent in NIST SD27 (G044), (b) impostor exemplar image, and (c)

overlay of latent orientation (in red) after feedback from impostor

exemplar image and exemplar orientation field (in blue). The re-

trieval rank of this impostor exemplar improved from 29 to 5 after

matching with feedback orientation field, while, the rank of true

mated print degraded from 6 to 27 after matching with orientation

field feedback.

The algorithm has been implemented in MATLAB and

runs on a desktop system with Intel R©CoreTM2 Duo CPU

of 2.93 GHz and 4.00 GB of RAM with Windows 7 Op-

erating system. For the NIST SD27 database, the average

time to extract local orientation and frequency features for

a latent is about 0.74 sec and the average time to match a

latent against the 200 candidates is about 4 sec. The extra
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Figure 10. Performance of baseline matcher [22], baseline matcher

fused with estimated orientation field [10], and baseline matcher

with proposed orientation field and frequency map feedback on the

WVU database.

computational cost incurred in matching the latent is worth

the significant improvement in performance, especially in

forensic applications which demand high latent matching

accuracy.

5. Conclusions
Given the relatively poor quality of operational latent im-

ages, feature extraction is one of the major challenges for a

latent matching system. To deal with complex background

noise in the latent, we propose incorporating feedback from

exemplar to refine feature extraction in latent with the even-

tual goal of improving the latent matching accuracy. The

proposed feedback paradigm has been used to refine the la-

tent orientation field and frequency map and to resort the

candidate list returned by a latent matcher. Experimental

results show significant improvement in the latent match-

ing accuracy using the feedback mechanism, especially for

poor quality latents.

The matching accuracy can be further improved by: (i)

including additional features in the feedback system, e.g.

ridge skeleton and minutiae; (ii) improving the similarity

computation between refined latent features and exemplar

features. The proposed feedback paradigm can be wrapped

around any latent matcher to improve its matching perfor-

mance.
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